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Suggested Use:
Please see the web site video demonstration.
Take this pole instead of a leash.
Take hold of the pole and the leader in the same hand. Hold the leader rope (the smaller one) gingerly
with your fingers so that it can freely pull away when the dog’s head enters the loop. The only purpose for
the small rope is to hold the loop open for the dog’s head.
Do not put your hand through the rear loop at any time, injury may result to the operator otherwise.
For head shy or loop shy dogs, the best way is an approach from the back of the head, to lay the loop on
the back of the neck then move the solid end of the pole under the chin to completely put it over the head.
Always maintain the ability to let the snare go and keep all body parts and clothing free of the pole when
in use.
This pole allows you to put the loop over the head while keeping your hands free of any unexpected
snappy teeth.
This pole is just a leash with the ability to give you more control if the dog becomes hard to handle.
If you need to protect yourself or need more control then pull the rope through the pole to bring up
the slack.
To remove the loop from the dog that may bite, move the pole end to the ring and try to push the pole a
little through the ring. Now push the rope through the pole and flip the loop off the head.
Practice as much as possible.
As you practice you will find more ways to use the Leash Pole as you become more comfortable with it &
you may soon consider it essential as most users do.

WARNING! Please read!
Keep clear of overhead wires
Safe use of this tool includes but is not limited to:
Training
Practice
Knowledge and being familiar with the animals you are attempting to handle.
Do not put yourself at risk
All animals can be unpredictable.

WARNING! Use at your own risk. The operation of this device is entirely at the discretion of the user.
The user is responsible to make themselves fully aware of all aspects of its’ use. The user is responsible
for all its’ applications. FREEMAN BY DESIGN CORPORATION assumes no liability or responsibility
for any damage(s) or accident(s) resulting from the use of its products whatsoever.
TAKE CARE
Feedback peter@freemanbydesign.com
Thank You for using Freeman Products.
All other inquiries:
ANIMAL CARE EQUIPMENT & SERVICES
555 ALTER STREET UNIT 19A
BROOMFIELD, COLORADO
80020 USA
TEL. 303-296-9287
1-800-338-ACES

info@animal-care.com
www.animal-care.com

